Changelog APSIN GUI
Date

Revision

Changed

12.03.2019

2.107.0.0

- Fixed frequency setting for APSYN140 devices

07.03.2019

2.106.0.0

- Fixed power setting for APSYN140 devices

06.03.2019

2.105.0.0

- Added support for missing features for APSYN140

03.12.2018

2.104.0.0

- Added support for APSYN140 10MHz / 100MHz REF OUT

14.11.2018

2.103.0.0

- Added "Output Blanking ON/OFF" option in the pulse modulation tab. Switching between on and off is
immediately taken into account

16.08.2018

2.102.0.0

- Added support for APULN

02.02.2018

2.101.0.0

- Added the option to set POW:ALC:HOLD to OFF when using an external source for Pulse Modulation
- Added a menu item allowing to perform a self diagnosis test on the signal generators and save the results
to a .txt file

10.11.2017

2.100.0.0

-Fixed bug: sync sweep tab would not appear under certain circumstances

31.10.2017

2.99.0.0

- Fixed a bug in FM modulation tab. Max FM frequency would not update properly in some cases
- Added a send Frequency button in CW tab when using external trigger in CW mode

12.10.2017

2.98.0.0

- Added check box Trigger CW: allows to use external trigger to apply frequency setting in CW mode
External trigger mode must be selected.

22.09.2017

2.97.0.0

- Fixed sync sweep tab sometimes not appearing when connecting to a multi-channel device.
- FM and PM not available for devices with LN option .
- Modified FM and PM tabs, max possible modulation frequency is queried from the device

08.05.2017

2.95.0.0

Support infinite / finite chirps

17.04.2017

2.94.0.0

Fixed bug: synchronized list sweep for multi-channel devices not working properly

15.04.2017

2.93.0.0

Fixed bug: checking sync sweep settings would multiply ON and OFF time by 1000

13.04.2017

2.92.0.0

Made the sync sweep tab more user friendy

25.01.2017

2.91.1.0

For APMSXXG, when slecting the "sweep" tab, a 4th tab
"sync sweep" is added..

25.11.2016

2.90.0.0

Modified functionality of Reference tab to match APMSXXG devices

17.11.2016

2.89.0.0

Added support for new APMSXXG devices

19.05.2016

2.88.0.0

Added option: sweep blank RF output while waiting for trigger
Fixed bug: connection loss at end of list sweep

06.04.2016

2.87.0.0

Added Trigger Output Valid option

11.12.2015

2.82.0.0

Added support for APSYN DUAL

13.07.2015

2.75.1.0

Improved Sweep

